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From the Principal’s Desk 

 

I feel happy to pen my wishes for the second issue of Pensées écrites, the 

magazine of the Department of English for the year 2022-23. I 

congratulate the students of the department for the innovative idea of 

publishing the magazine both on e-format and in print-form.  

As the head of the institution, I congratulate the student editorial 

board, comprising of Mantashan Matin, Taiyaba Jabeen and 

Debashree Basak who put in their creative best under the supervision 

of Prof Aishwarya Dasgupta in conceptualizing the magazine and making it so 

prismatic, incorporating the various modes of creative expressions from painting, 

photography, poems, short stories and spontaneous effusions. 

 I am also impressed at the way an unbroken creative tradition has come to be 

reflected with our former and present students forming an unbroken creative 

continuum. 

I wish the endeavour all success 

 

Dr. Satya Upadhyaya 

Principal and Secretary 
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With Best Wishes from Faculty Members, Dept of English 

To my dear students, 

Our department has been happily journeying with such enthusiastic and brilliant young students 

whose ideas and urge for expression makes the departmental magazine Pensées écrites a 

cornucopia of its kind. The magazine offers a space where words and images coexist in 

harmony-and the poems, short stories, essays as well as paintings and photographs reveal how 

adept our students are in etching their thoughts. 

The second volume of Pensées écrites will be accessible in print as well as on web for our 

students who are residing at various corners of the globe and are actively involved in the 

conceptualization of the magazine. There is a special segment “In aeternum” for our students 

who have already graduated from the department.  

The section “pictura poema silens” incorporates selected mobile clicks and is another 

commendable decision of the members of the students of the Magazine Committee since popular 

art is a part of our every day life. The selected clicks of the city in “Through the Lens ‘I’ “ 

captures the city in its various moods and becomes an innovative telling on its own.  

 I would like to thank our Principal Dr. Satya Upadhyaya for her constant support and 

encouragement without which our magazine won’t have appeared the way it did.  

Without the meticulous care that Mantashan Matin and Taiyaba Jabeen took in designing and 

compiling the magazine under the supervision of Prof. Aishwarya Dasgupta the magazine wont 

have been the way it is. 

I wish the magazine all success and hope that my young readers love going through the 

magazine, sharing it and continuing it in the coming years. 

Dr. Suparna Bhattacharya, Associate Professor and Head, Dept of English  

From 

Prof Somsuvra Midya, Assistant Professor, Dept of English 

What could have expressed our emotins better than the medium of art? The students of the 

Department of English, Calcutta Girls' College have created a unique literary space by 

embodying literature through the alleys of their juvenile free mind and expressing their 

compassionate thoughts in the ambrosial beautiful pages of our magazine. I am sure this will  
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be a treat for our readers. I wish all a very happy reading as I also thank our students for their 

incessant efforts and enthusiasm... 

 

From  

Prof Shradha Salomi Lepcha, Assistant Professor, Dept of English 

“You can make anything by writing.” - C.S. Lewis 

Our dear beloved students’ efforts and hard work in this literary and editorial venture is in itself a 

reflection of the above quote. I would like to congratulate each and every student who have come 

in collaboration with their unique and distinct potentials to create our departmental magazine. 

Best wishes to all our bright students. And as the saying goes truly you can make anything 

possible. 

 

From  Prof Sagnik Chakraborty, SACT, Dept of English 

Thank you everyone...In a world full of violence and bloodshed, spread love and joy... Unfurl the 

banners of humanity and be humane... your Sagnik Sir/Da is always there for you... ALWAYS... 

 

From Prof Aafrin Hayat, SACT, Dept of English 

Dear Students, 

It gives me immense pleasure to write that amagazine by the students is nothing but a strong 

reflection of their creativity, an enthusiastic approach to Art and immense talent that each 

possesses. The sincerity shown by the students in their contribution, the conscious effort and in 

the Herculean task required for the complication of this magazine is worthy of appreciation.  

The ability to dip their oars in the turbulent water of thoughts and in the understanding of the 

ability of others is what makes each of them unique. 

I wish each of these students luck and success in their endeavours. 
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From the Editors’ Round Table  

 

      We are glad to be entrusted with the responsibility of bringing out this magazine Pensées 

écrites for the year 2022-2023. We wish to thank our friends and teachers for entrusting the 

responsibility and express our sincere gratitude to Principal Dr. Satya Upadhyaya for her support 

and encouragement.  

We owe a special thanks to our Head of the Department, Dr. Suparna Bhattacharya and Prof. 

Aishwarya Das Gupta for continuously pushing us to strive for the best. 

The magazine has given us the opportunity to be acquainted with a sea of talents, perspectives 

and innovations in the students of our department. The conception, designing, compilation, 

arrangement of this journal has been an immense learning experience for the team of editors.  

We began with a rich and varied palette and it was such an enriching and pleasant experience 

going through each piece- poems, short stories, articles, paintings, photographs and sorting them 

into an interconnected whole. ‘Inaeternum: Gallery of our Former Students’ helped us to connect 

with our seniors, while the section on ‘Through our Lens ‘I’’ initiated us into a journey through 

our familiar city in a new way.  

We earnestly hope that the readers who begin flipping through the magazine will end up sitting 

down to spend at least an hour engrossed in reading…and letting the effect linger for a long 

while.  

Mantashan Matin 

Taiyyaba Jabin 

Debasree Basak 
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From  

Prof Aishwarya Dasgupta 

The Teacher-Supervisor 

Departmental Magazine Subcommittee 

The power of words, ideas, forms of creative expression to transform the world has always been 

acknowledged. Without the first man’s sparkle of curiosity which sparked the most ancient flame 

thousands of years ago, humanity would never have achieved all that it has. The world is thus 

shaped by dreamers who dare to challenge the existing order of things and have the courage to 

think outside the box. The most pertinent way of etching out a lasting impression in whichever 

path one chooses to walk on is by accepting and evolving one’s inherited tradition, or, by 

challenging it. Each requires a remarkable set of expertise that relates to the implementation of 

expressive ideas.  

The second volume of the magazine Pensées écrites, insightfully curated by the young editors 

of the Department of English, Calcutta Girls’ College, aims to take on the mantle of their 

immediate predecessors and develop upon the same by presenting a jamboree of words, ideas, 

images all across its variegated texture. The magazine is a wish to project the stifled expressions 

of the young minds, an attempt to preserve their dreams, imaginations and ideas and an urge to 

preserve them from getting lost in the stream of oblivion. It has provided the students as well as 

the alumnus with a platform to express themselves in any mode of creative art of their respective 

choice.  

Talent is a gift of nature, but one needs to polish it to attain excellence. This magazine is an ideal 

platform which will aid in the process of honing the talent of the budding individuals and allow 

them to reach their full potential in the near future. The power of writing is an important skill and  
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will bolster their scope of employment. Thus, we extend our heartfelt gratitude to our respected 

Principal ma’am Dr. Satya Upadhyaya, whose encouragement always keeps us afloat. We would 

especially like to acknowledge the Department of English and our respected Head of the 

Department, Dr. Suparna Bhattacharya, for her expert guidance and unfaltering enthusiasm for 

creating something innovative and add new feathers to the cap. 

Before bidding adieu, we would like to state that in a world that is becoming steadfastly and 

systematically mechanised, where the twittering of birds is being replaced with the sound and 

fury of the alarm clocks, daydreaming is equated with wastage of time, the entire human race is 

gripped with the “fear of missing out” on something or the other, human beings have forgotten to 

introspect. It is of urgent importance to recognise and shake away the ennui to rethink and 

reconfigure what are the real requirements of life. It is time to remember the memorable dialogue 

from the great film Dead Poet’s Society: 

“And medicine, law, business, engineering, these are noble pursuits and necessary to sustain life. 

But poetry, beauty, romance, love: these are what we stay alive for.” 

Let us then dip our nibs in the stream of stories and unravel the threads that lead us into a 

colourful world of dreams.  

 

Aishwarya Das Gupta 
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“My journey through Calcutta Girls’ College” 

Gift Ogochukwu Fidelis 

Teacher in Lela Blossom Schools, Abuja Nigeria 

Joined Dept of English in 2018 

 

 

An amazing realm I must say, one that prepared and launched me into a world of possibilities 

where analysis and criticism started to be actualized, where the mysteries and mystic facts of life 

start to get unfolded; like an onion peel, I keep unravelling but I must say that I am still in the 

process of discovering My Xanadu.  

All these was only made possible because of my journey through Calcutta Girls’ College. 

My name is Gift Ogochukwu Fidelis. I am a Nigerian and an ex - student of the English department 

of  Calcutta Girls’ College (2018 – 2021).  

Currently, I am a teacher in Lela Blossom Schools, Abuja Nigeria Where I teach English literature 

for junior Secondary School and take   literacy subjects for grade 2 (Class 2).  

Though Calcutta Girls’ College is small in sight, it is gigantic in might. It has moulded and is still 

moulding great minds.  

My Journey after Calcutta Girls’ College has been nothing less than an adventure and my gratitude 

will forever remain to my able department, my Head of the Department, Dr. Suparna Bhatacharya 

and every lecturer who was part of my journey till this point. 
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Srabani Mazumder  

CGC ex-student, Eng Hons. Outgoing batch 2011 

English M.A.  2013 

Former Content Developer (2014-2020) 

Currently in Operations Management (company - Ethical Securities) 

 

Er Naam Jiban 

 

 
 
 
Jibon - protiniyoto ek juddho.. 

Juddho beche thakar, juddho bachiye rakhar.. 

Shobdera kotha bolena sobsomoy; 

bhasha kom pore bodhoy.. 

Sotti bole ja kichu sob ek gohin dhadha.. 

Nimeshe sob bodle jaay…somoy, manush, somporko jotil theke jotilotoro 

hoye othe.. 

Bodhoy ekei bole ‘jibon-japon’  

R dombondho-kora somoy perono.. 

ektu ektu kore,, ektu ektu kore.. 
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College – A Balance Between Commitment and 

Action to Life  

by Bushra Hussain  

About myself: 

I am Bushra Hussain, I have just completed my 

graduation in English honours in 2022.  

I have been working as an article writer at Womansera 

Magazine and have published several articles in last few 

months; one can read them in my Instagram page 

@iambushra_10. Last year in 2021,  

I have also published my book Wild Hearts Can’t Be 

Broken, and the book is available in Amazon and 

Flipkart.   

Writing has always been my hobby, it’s like when you 

can’t express your feelings use your pen as a weapon. Be bold enough to write what you feel 

around yourself. 

 I was an average student during school days, but the passion of writing has been in my 

blood.  

 

 

People who go to college are incredible. We go to classes; we read, learn, absorb and are 

comprehensively tested on heavy amounts of various materials. 

    Commitment and action, sound simple enough? What exactly does it mean?  

          First you have to believe in the possibility that this new way is possible. See it as if it has 

already happened and is part of your life, will it be easy to attain? I have found from my own 

experience that anything I have ever wanted in life, took a commitment on my part and action. 

Action is always the hardest, because you have to do something. You have to move yourself out 

of your comfort zone to a place that isn’t comfortable. 

       To expand required planning and action is what I call “baby steps”. Take each piece, one at a 

time and complete it. Be strong; don’t listen to those who want to impede your progress. Do it 

for your own self.  
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           We all have separate lives, families, backgrounds and pasts. Sometimes we might feel 

frustrated and want to give up, it’s not that we are not trying; we do try to sort things out. We 

keep going through because above all else, we never stop learning, growing, changing and most 

important “Dreaming”.  

     Dreams keep us going and they always will. Life is a journey filled with heartaches, 

hardships, joys, celebration etc. along the way; we may stumble upon obstacles that will come 

between the paths that we are destined to take. When things don’t go our way, we have two 

choices in dealing with situation:- 

• We can focus on the fact that things didn’t go how we had hoped they would and let life 

pass by or, 

• We can make the best out of the situation and know that these are only temporary 

setbacks and find lessons that are to be learned. 

      Try to make memories. Memories are priceless treasures that we can cherish forever in 

our hearts. They also enable us to continue on with our journey for whatever life has in store  
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for us. Our eyes are suddenly opened to a world we never knew existed – a world where time 

is so precious and memories never seem to last long. 

     It is often said that what doesn’t kill you will make you stronger. It depends on how one 

defines the word “strong”. Everything happens in our life happens for a reason and 

sometimes that means we must face heartaches in order to experience joy.      

             Always follow your heart and most importantly never have any regrets. Don’t hold 

anything back, say what you want to say and do what you want to do, because sometimes we 

don’t get a second chance to say or do what we should have the first time around. 
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The Lingering Cry 

My name is Komal Rai, I joined Calcutta Girls College in the year 2018 and graduated in 2021. 

On the same year, I joined TTC at Kabi Guru Institution which I am still pursuing. 

And know on 2022 I have got an opportunity to work as a teacher  in Olive Public 

School and spread the bag of knowledge which I have got starting  from my  school 

teachers to college and TTC. 

I jumped out of the bed at midnight one day because I heard a noise of crying 

from my mother’s room.  

I rushed into her room and saw her  clutching her cell and wailing. I checked her 

phone and found the last call from my maternal uncle’s family. I called back to learn about the 

death of my maternal uncle. He had always been our favourite uncle, a cheerful soul who made 

our house light up with his visit. 

Somehow, we tried to control our emotions and rushed to reach his house. The reason for his 

dying was heart attack, though we have never observed any problem on him because he was a 

person like Charlie Chaplin "always in fun and happiness”.  

I still cannot forget his inconsolable family sharing the last moments of his life when he was 

begging the doctor for his life and the words of my mother and aunt… “Bhaiya whom will we 

tie the rakhi now?" 
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OTTs: A Boon or a Bane 

I am Ashifa Mallick, a student of literature. I joined the English 

Department of Calcutta Girls' College in the year 2018. At Present I 

am pursuing Master's Degree in English Language and Literature 

from the University of Calcutta. 

In the age of our busy schedule, we do need more than a kit-kat break. 

Gone are the days      of reading, binge watching is the new normal. With 

the popularisation of digital platforms, we have got the opportunity to 

make out our leisure time in treating our eyes with our favourite 

genres of web series and movies, not moving even one inch from our 

house. Generally labelled as time killers by the majority of parents, OTTs can prove more 

beneficial if only we watch the content with an attitude of learning. When we sink into an audio      

visual mode of entertainment, our perspective gets more widened as we get acquainted with 

different intonations which can altogether change the meaning of words. 

OTTs enable us to learn about the lifestyles of different people, often distinguishing the real 

from the reel one. Providing new narratives coupled with psychological insights some OTTs 

serve didactic purposes, reshaping our perception towards the bad characters that no one is bad 

without reason, we can't but justify the villanious acts regarding those as psychic manifestation 

of the bitter wrongs done to them. Hence it also helps in character development. Furthermore, it 

enables us to get acquainted with various cultures without straining our mind. We learn the native 

languages as well. 

There is however a difference between acquisition and addiction. Addiction does not serve us 

well. So, we must not let OTTs control us rather we should make it a new medium of gaining 

knowledge where learning is not monotonous. The violence shown must not be internalised, as 

it is just the reflection of real societal atrocities The content and the time invested must be 

checked so that our daily routine remains unhindered. 
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Forty seven days 

By Aritrika Bhattacharya  

Dept of English (Batch 2018-2021) 

Currently Pursuing MA in Comparative Literature from University of 

Calcutta Main Campus (College Street).  

 

 

 

 

Forty seven longs days to pass,  

Twenty seventh where I belong.  

Pandemic has raged , uncontrollable it is : 

Just like the ardour for you it is.  

The clock struck ten and I left for home ; 

Twenty seventh the last the love remained in 

the centre of my bones. 

 Gloomy, forlorn, downhearted I feel,  

A last gaze prior to apocalypse is what I 

appeal.  

Bewildered how I spent so long? 

An hour it seems too overlong.  

Sketching you in vapor, staring at the window 

panes is favoured the most ; 

Treasured the memories spent I was 

engrossed. 

 

Not everything can be said,  

Not everything can be proved – 

 Twenty seventh the last , I was completely 

moved. 

 How shall I spent the remaining days? 

Will we make till the end of tough days? 

Times are getting harder it seems –  

Hey you , please make it to the dreams.  

Twenty more to go ! 

Each minute counted is crestfallen don't you 

know? 

Hope is what I am surviving with; 

Don't tell me I am living in a myth.  

Forty seven long days , this too shall pass. 
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“I am for Thee”  

-Sajya Hasmi 

I am Sajya Hasmi, born and brought up in Kolkata, started my education from a common school 

called Modern Collegiate School, and my Higher secondary in correspondence from the N.I.O.S 

board. As there was no financial support, I had to carry my studies from correspondence. Then I 

managed to study further with my mother's help and support. I was so confused then and I didn't 

know which way to go. I always wanted to be a doctor, but destiny took me to the way where I 

couldn't realize what to do. Then after my H.S, my teacher Mr. MD SAIFUL guided me at the right 

time and asked me to join Calcuttu Girl's College in the year 2014 with English Hons, and now my 

journey began from this time. I would never forget this time span of my life in which I got 

everything 'The Best'. I met with the person who always guided me and some of my friends which I 

never had before. I completed my graduation at the year 2017 and then I was married in between 

my studies. Pursuing my studies, I was giving tuitions as well. Then, I joined a school as a teacher. 

But then due to lock down I lost my job and then I started my career in a new field as an associate 

in an E-Commerce world and now I am trying to grow myself and certainly will achieve my goal: 

"My Mother's Dream". And I am also a young mother now, and want my daughter to be a great 

person and achieve success in life . 

I am so blessed to have such supportive person in my life ...be it my mother, my husband, my 

teacher also my friend, I always thanks THE ALMIGHTY! 

 

The day when I decide 

My heart in thee reside 

I wonder, am I for thee? 

My heart and mind together plea 

I’m for thee, I’m for thee! 

 

My heart desires to be in thine 

My mind seeking a shrine 

Seeking a truth, I think of thee 

And ask, am I for thee 

 

All day I remained lost 

In uneasy thought 

And fought 

 

At long last  my heart  

Did finally assert 

The truth I sought 

I’m for thee, as you’re for me! 
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                      I am Sakshi Singh. I am graduated with English Honours from 

Calcutta Girls College. Right now, I am pursuing B.Ed. and teaching as English Teacher in an International 

Teaching Academy called Turito. 
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The Ever-Growing Life 

Aliza Daina Naha 

I joined the college in 2016 and presently pursuing postgraduation in English from IGNOU.  

I am trying to develop my writing skills & thoughts, from these opportunities which I got. 

All these words are the part of our life, if these will be not there than life will be very simple 

and from these lesson we have to learn that how we r dealing with positive and negative things, life 

means to create new unique things for ourself and to decorate in our own ways and thoughts, 

 these will called the exact lesson of lifestyle. 

 

Life is   Hard 

Life is   a Lesson 

Life is    Terrible 

Life is    a Struggle 

Life is   a Challenge 

Life is                Worst 

Life Is             Depression 

Life Is            success 

Life Is   Joy 

Life Is             Peace 

Life Is            Attitude 

Life Is           Confidence 
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Portrait of the Artist: Kahkashan Matin 

 

 

Kahkashan Matin completed  her graduation in English Honours in  2022 from Calcutta Girls' 

College.  She is interested in painting  and is pursuing Diploma from Bharatiya Charukala Mandir.On 

January, 2023 she  will be completing her Master Degree in Fine Art. 

She has  started posting my works on  her Instagram handle (Instagram as 

@our_artistic_creation_786.videos https://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/?i=amcjhxw9dg7p&ut

m_content=nzf2ex0) The editors of the magazine conducted a brief tete-a-tete with her.  

 

Interviewer: Which artist has influenced you the most? 

Kahkashan: There are a number great artists who has indeed influenced me. I would especially like to 

mention Wasim Kapoor whom I met when I was very young in an art competition organized by 

Akhbar E Mashriq in a book fair. I also got a certificate for drawing from him and the speech touched 

my heart. I bought his books as well. Besides, Jamini Roy, Rabindranath Tagore, M.F. Hussain and 

many more outstanding painters are there whose paintings have inspired me. 

Interviewer: Tell me about your favorite medium. 

Kahkashan: I love acrylic colours the most because it dries into a flexible,its water resistant,and the 

durable surface gives me a chance to add many layers without disturbing the base and I can make 

painting as fast as possible. 

Interview: When is your favorite time of day to create? 

Kahkashan: What I believe is there is no definite time for creating something you want. Usually, I 

paint whenever I wish. 

Interview: Describe how art is important to society. 

Kahkashan: Art has emotion. It has imagination. What you feel you can express the society through 

your art and paintings are one the most impactful means. 

Interviewer: Does art help you in other areas of your life? 

Kahkashan: It has always helped me in my school days as well as in college to make charts, diagrams 

etc. 

Interviewer: Describe how we can encourage your career growth. 

Kahkashan: I have already been encouraged by the English Deparment and my friends. Our HOD Dr. 

Suparna Bhattacharya has encouraged me a lot. Because of her I sold my first painting on Women's  

 

https://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/?i=amcjhxw9dg7p&utm_content=nzf2ex0
https://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/?i=amcjhxw9dg7p&utm_content=nzf2ex0
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Day program in college. My departmental teachers are the greatest and I am very grateful and 

honoured. 

Interviewer: On our request Kahkashan Matin agreed to share few of her works.  

Acrylic Painting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝙎𝙠𝙚𝙩𝙘𝙝, drawing executed withan instrument 

composed of graphite 

enclosed in a wood casing and intended either as 

a sketch for a more elaborate work in another 

medium, an exercise in visual expression, or a 

finished work. The cylindrical graphite pencil, 

because of its usefulness in easily producing 

linear gray-black strokes, became the successor 

of the older, metallic drawing stylus, with which 

late medieval and Renaissance artists and 

tradesmen sketched or wrote on paper, 

parchment, or wood.  
 𝙒𝙖𝙩𝙚𝙧𝙘𝙤𝙡𝙤𝙪𝙧 is a painting method in which the 

paints are made of pigments suspended in a water-

based solution. Watercolor refers to both the medium 

and the resulting artwork.Watercolour paint is an 

ancient form of painting. In East Asia, watercolor 

painting with inks is referred to as brush painting or 

scroll painting. India, Ethiopia and other countries 

have long watercolor painting traditions as well. 

American artists in the early 19th century seemed to 

regard watercolor primarily as a sketching tool in 

preparation for the "finished" work in oil or 

engraving. 

 

𝘼𝙘𝙧𝙮𝙡𝙞𝙘 𝙥𝙖𝙞𝙣𝙩 is a fast-drying paint made of 

pigment suspended in acrylic polymer emulsion and 

plasticizers, silicone oils, defoamers, stabilizers, or 

metal soaps. Most acrylic paints are water-based, but 

become water-resistant when dry. Depending on how 

much the paint is diluted with water, or modified 

with acrylic gels, mediums, or pastes, the finished 

acrylic painting can resemble a watercolor, a 

gouache, or have its own unique characteristics not 

attainable with other media. 
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The Adversary 

       ~Shreela Baidya. 

 

 

 

 I joined Calcutta Girls College in the year 2018. I completed English 

Honours in the year 2021. I am passionate about music and also about pets. 

Currently pursuing Masters in English, from Shri Sikshayatan College under 

CU. 

 I was around ten years old when my father bought a house near the 

Ganga. It was at the outskirts of the city far from the din and bustle of a 

city life with plenty of fresh air from the river Ganga. I felt rather lonely at first but soon got 

accustomed to such serene beauty of nature. It was a Sunday. Sunday being a holiday, my parents 

and I enjoyed it right from the morning. But that day was an exception. My father had gone to 

Delhi in the morning for his official purpose and my mother had gone for a visit to my maternal 

uncle's house. Though mother was to come back well before the evening, I began to feel 

uncomfortable being alone at home. I took a comic book and tried to cheer up my mood, but the 

funny characters in them failed to cheer me up. Then, I switched over to painting. When I was 

about to finish a portrait of Subhash Chandra Bose, here was great hue and cry outside. There was 

communal disturbances going on for some time in the area. Though I had not the faintest idea about 

the term communalism, I often saw people of various communities fighting with each other at 

different places not far fromour locality. I often saw horrible sights of dead bodies floating on the 

Ganga. People said those were murdered brutally and thrown in the Ganga. Such terrible sights 

made a ten-year-old girl not only grief-stricken, but also scared. Suddenly, I heard a frantic ringing 

of our door bell with repeated knocks at the door. I was panicked but watched through the magic-

eye of the door. I saw a pale looking young man of around Twenty-five standing outside a door 

waiting eagerly for the door to be opened. He was gasping for breath and impatiently pressing the 

doorbell repeatedly. In the meantime, the noise outside grew louder. Now it was clear to me. Those 

people were chasing the young man and I knew what would happen to the man if they were able to 

catch him up. People would find another body floating on the Ganga the next day. "Who are you?" 

- I timidly asked "I am a helpless man and that's my identity. I am not a thief or a murderer- Please 

open the door and save me. They will kill me if they stress me out here"- the man whispered. He 

was panting heavily. His pale face was covered with perspiration. As I faced the strongest dilemma 

in my life, I heard the noise that reached our small garden. I heard someone saying, "That bloody  
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scoundrel must be hiding here let's ask the owner!". I knew time was running out. I looked through 

the magic-eye again. There the wrecked man, having lost the last hope of getting any help from me 

leaned over the door. He was looking despaired and frustrated. He was no more pushing the bell. 

Perhaps he gave up everything to his fate. I don't know why for the first time I look pity on this 

poor fellow but now my conscience prevailed over his doubtful appearance and I decided to open 

the door. No sooner did I open the door than the man seemed to be thrown inside, for he had 

already fainted. Hardly had I somehow dragged the man to the store room and locked him inside, 

when a series of knocking at the door started. "Open the door immediately or we will break it"- 

they threatened. I quickly glanced at them through the magic- eye. Around five or six people armed 

with swords and sticks were standing outside. I knew they would break into our home if I did not 

obey them. As they entered, and asked about a probable intruder who wasn't enemy to all of us, I 

simply denied having seen any such creature, but they were not satisfied and went on searching 

every nook corner of ower house. But surprisingly they spared the locked store room. As they 

angrily went away, I heaved a sigh of relief. I unlocked the store room and found that my guest 

slightly regained his senses. I gave him a glass of water. He finished it instantly and asked me for 

more. He was still trembling for fear. I told him to stay there till my mother arrived. After an hour 

my mother arrived, she was badly held in a traffic jam. Naturally she was unnerved to hear the full 

episode we then decided to hide the man therefor the night. He was offered some food but he was 

too frightened to touch a morsel. At around 4 in the morning mother woke me up and we took the 

man to the backside of our house. My mother told him, "This is the best time for you to escape 

since under the cover of darkness, they won't find you"- saying this my mother opened the door and 

a ray of light from the street lamp fail on the faceof the young man. I noticed his tears in his eyes 

he bowed down before my mother and touched her feet to express his deep gratitude. Then he came 

to me and now couldn't control his tears that ran down his cheek. He could only utter," You have 

given me a new life; and if you were not like my sister, I would have touched your feet too. But I 

will never forget both of you. But I will pray to the Almighty for you"- Good bye. Saying this his 

stepped into the deserted street and soon was lost in the darkness of the night. 
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The City: Through Our Lens “I”  
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Stills by: Madhurima Sarbadhikary 

Place: Kolkata, Kolkata Book Fair 

Date: March 8,2022 

Time: 15:28 pm 

Pixel: 4160×3120 px 

Redmi 9, Xiomi 

3.43 mm 

ISO 112 

 

 
Place: Purulia 

Date: March 18, 2022 

Time: 15:08 pm 

Pixel: 720×1280 px 

Redmi 9, Xiomi 
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Place: A street near Fairley Place 

Device: Vivo1901, 13mp rear camera. 

Sandipa Ghosh, a student of English 

Hons 5th semester from Calcutta Girls' 

College.  
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Stills by Naaz Begum, English Hons Sem 5 
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Prerna Gupta, Semester 3 English 
Honours 
Thakurpukur, kolkata 

Camera - Nokia 5.4 
Pixel - 0.8 MP 
Time - 5:08 pm 
Day - 7 , October, 2021 
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Hafsa Siddiqa, Graduated from CGC 2022. 

I like clicking pictures of natural surroundings. 

Natural beauty engulfs my thoughts and vision. 

Place- Science City  

Date- 10 September  

Time- 8:15 pm 

Phone- Vivo y75 

50 MP Super Night Camera 

44 MP Selfie Camera 

Hafsa Siddiqa, Graduated from CGC 2022. 

I like clicking pictures of natural surroundings. 

Natural beauty engulfs my thoughts and vision. 

Place- Mayo Road 

Date- 10 July  

Time- 7:30 am 

Lens- Signi Wide angle lens  0.45X 

Phone- Vivo 
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Place: Kolkata  

Date: September 2,2022 

Time: 16:53pm 

Pixel: 4160×1920 px 

Redmi 9, Xiomi 

3.43 mm 

ISO 114 

Madhurima Sarbadhikary: Sem 3 

English Hons Looking at the sky 

always makes me happy 
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My name is Mantashan Matin. 

I am currently pursuing B.A.(Hons.) in English from Calcutta Girls' 

College under Calcutta University. I am in 3rd semester of my 6 semester 

course. 

Poetry is one of the major four genres of literature. Other three being 

drama, nonfiction and fiction. From the very beginning I found this genre to 

be very effective as well as very tough for me to write. But after being 

highly encouraged to contribute something for our departmental e 

magazine, I tried to give shape to one of my memories though ink. The 

memory is of a briefest part of her life history. The poem is written in 

thirteen rhyming couplet and has a feminist theme. 
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Beautiful Brown Bride 

Saw a girl. 

Beautiful enough with hairs full of curls. 

Big black eyes, sharp nose 

And with child like innocence repose. 

Her parents sent her away when she got married. 

Just like a dead person gets buried. 

Said her mother to carefully listen, 

“You have to survive there in every condition.” 

After begetting three children, one dead, two alive, 

She was told he(husband) had to survive. 

She asked “How?” 

He said “Because I married an ugly cow. 

Although you are brown, 

I brought you a marriage gown. 



Look at me I am so fair, 

What if I am all inside so unfair?” 

He was right.She was of not the same mold. 

Does it really matter to have a heart made of gold? 

In spite of being very young, she did all house hold chores. 

Does it really matter now to have a heart of bore? 

She wanted to study to become a shayar. 

But was hooked with a man who handle tyre. 

Anyone with a good choice will call you the prettiest. 

And I consider him to be the ugliest. 

You are no doubt very beautiful, 

And what makes you unique is your angel like soul 
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 Who am I?                                                                                    Neetu Prasad. 

 

I am in Semester-3 English Hons. My hobbies are reading,  singing and writing. This poem is about the 

women who are not independent who wants to be known by their own identity and wants to be 

independent. 

 

Who am I? –                

                     Am I just a little princess of my father? 

Or a stranger’s bride to be ? 

                            Or a wax doll for my protective brothers? 

                                  Or for others just my family’s she? 

 

Before I am one of these, 

I am a girl, a lady, a woman, 

I have my own identity say that please, 

I have own opinions , I am also a human. 

Please don’t treat me like a piece of glass, 

That can break easily. 

I have my own strength and thoughts, 

I am as strong as you can be. 

You told me I am just meant to cook 

And to just follow your decisions, 

You said I don’t need books 

And made my home my prison. 

In the name of love and care, 

You just looked down on me. 

You told me to be a good wife and mother, 

And never asked me what I want to be. 

 

A princess? 

I don’t want to be, 

I don’t want to be protected, 

I am independent , I can flee, 

Maybe not above but equal to any ‘he’. 
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Madhurima Sarbadhikary, 3rd sem.  

 

I write my thoughts especially when I'm sad, I love to watch anime 

and staying home and sleeping is my hobby. This poem is about 

some personal experiences. Feeling of abandonment, fear and 

struggle can be understood. 

 

                              MOTHER 

 

“You  ruined  my  life”  

Is  what  you  said  when  you  left  me, 

You  left  me  in  this  darkness 

This  darkness  is  my  friend  now. 

A  friend  who  never  leaves 

Everything  was  so  suffocating  back  then; 

It  is  still  the  same 

But  it  doesn’t  matter  anymore. 

 

Tell  me  mother,  tell  me 

Did  I  ruin  your  life? 

But  how? 

So  naïve  to  understand  the  world  back  then 

But  they  treated  me  like  an  adult. 

There  was  no  love,  no  joy 

The  tears  rolling  down  my  cheeks  never 

bothered  anyone 

I  don’t  feel  the  pain  anymore,  mother 

Maybe  I’ve  gone  numb 

But  how? 

How  did  I  ruin  your  life  mother? 

I  guess  I’ll  never  know. 
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“Delusion” by Chinhita Dhar

This is Chinhita Dhar of Calcutta Girls College, student of English Dept from 

3rd Sem 2022. This is a poem on the Tragedy Of Terrorism and the inevitability 

of loss in the midst of war. My passion is to sing and write poems This is a 

poem which i always wanted to write and here it is. I hope everyone 

appreciates it. Thank You So Much to the Entire Dept. and to our Principal 

Mam for giving me this   opportunity. 

 

 Delusion 

Every way I turn, every road I take 

Leads me back to the place I once left 

My heart in pieces, my mind in shreds 

Can’t forget the pain, neither the cruel theft. 

My brain shut down in blind terror 

My mind anticipating another horror 

When I felt a rough hand on my hair, 

Soft lips whisper in my ear 

 

Telling me, it was all over 

Telling me, I had nothing to fear 

I clung onto what I had 

That tone bright light through dark space 

My eyes sought till my pupils found 

His last laugh etched on his angel’s face 
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For the fool I was, I smiled back 

 

I sighed in relief for the wild 

comeback Little did I know in 

my ignorant youth 

My brain too stunned to process the truth 

When I opened my eyes, for real 

this time And looked down into 

your unblinking gaze Your perfect 

body laid at an imperfect angle My 

vision obscured in a blood red 

haze 

The Rest was just a wild goose chase 

Indeed there is less, time can’t erase 

Yet for the soul that suffers an 

eternal spur Time and action are 

but a vivid blur 
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Evelyn 

By Synthia Chandra, from semester 5, English honours 

 

 

The first time Evelyn self-harmed was when she was fifteen 

years old. She did it because she was numb, so numb, and she 

wanted to feel something. Anything. Even if that anything 

meant tearing open the skin of her wrist and watching the blood 

gush  out. She felt pain, along with intense stinging. The pain 

only got worse eventually. 

She had to take two painkillers to make it go away. But that was okay though. The physical 

pain was nothing compared to the emotional pain she was feeling. They had received the 

news just that afternoon: her dad was no more. They all knew it was just      a matter of  time, 

when it would happen, an inevitability. He was lieutenant colonel in the US army, and was 

posted in Afghanistan. Their camp was set on fire in the dead of the night. Her father was 

one of the last ones left behind. Apparently, someone got left behind, and her dad just 

couldn’t leave them there. The army officer was saved, her father wasn’t. He died a hero, 

they said. Evelyn scoffed. She didn’t want a hero; she just wanted her dad to come home. 

This was supposed to be his last deployment.  He had promised her that this time, he would 

come home for good. Only he didn’t make it back. 

When her mom gave her the news, she felt nothing. She just couldn’t believe her father was 

not there anymore. She felt lost, numb, totally and utterly alone. In a total trance, she reached 

for her school bag and upended it on her bed. It had just a few things in it: a notebook, some 

pens, her wallet, and the thing she wanted the most, her pocket knife. Her dad was the one 

who gave it to her a year ago, for safety purposes. She flipped it open. She didn’t realize 

what she was doing until the blood dripped down from her wrist. She felt dizzy. Somehow, 

she scrambled up and went to the washroom. Taking out the first-aid box from under the sink, 

she carefully washed  the wound and then bandaged it up. If her mother asked her about it, 

she would just say she sprained her wrist. 

 

She crawled into her bed, cooped up in her blanket. That is when all the dams 
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holding her tears back broke loose. She just couldn’t keep back her tears anymore, so she let 

them fall. Somewhere between all that crying, she drifted into an uneasy sleep, filled with 

dreams of her dad. 

The next few days were sort of like a trance to her: she was doing everything, going to classes,  

doing homework, preparing for her exams, but she just felt like she wasn’t there; as if she 

were watching some scene unfold in front of her, rather than be a part  of it. Things also 

started to change with her mother. She would come home drunk 

every night, and didn’t spend even one second with Evelyn. She knew that people have 

different ways of coping, but if this was her mother’s way of coping, she didn’t know what 

would come of it. She knew things were bad with her mother, she just didn’t know exactly 

how much until one day when she stumbled upon her mother’s 

termination letter in the post. Her mom worked at a big law firm in the city, and she excelled 

at being a lawyer. She was also the only working member of the family now  that her father 

was no more. 

Evelyn didn’t know what to do. She would have to get a job, of course, but how much    would 

that pay? She hadn’t even graduated from high school yet. She felt the world was closing in 

on her again. She decided that she would have to talk to her mother that night. One thing 

was clear though: when her mom would stay out all day and well into the night, it definitely 

was not because of her job, as she’s been saying. 

Where did she go, then? 

It all became clear that night when her mom brought home Dave. Dave was a forty- 

something old, bald guy with a beer-belly hanging over his belt. Evelyn wasn’t one to judge 

by appearance, of course. But the mere presence of Dave unsettled her to no ends. It was 

his eyes. She didn’t like the way they roamed all over her as if she were the last piece of 

steak at a butcher shop. It disgusted her even more when her mom told her that she was 

spending time almost every day with him. She also didn’t like how her mom kept clinging 

on to him. Then, at the end of dinner, came the most shocking news of all. Her mom and 

Dave were engaged, about to be married. She could feel the contents of the dinner bubbling 

their way back up her throat. She hastily pushed back her chair and rushed upstairs to the 

bathroom. Locking herself in, she hurled into the toilet. 
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She just couldn’t believe her mother. It hadn’t even been a month since the death of her 

dad, and her mom was already engaged? How can that even happen? And to perverted 

Dave, of all people? Not like if it had been to anyone else it would have been any better. 

Se understood her mom’s drinking, her staying out till odd hours of night…. she even 

understood her mom’s refusal to visit her dad’s grave, but this was way beyond her 

understanding. 

After a few moments of dry heaving, she cleaned herself and went to her room. She buried 

her face into her pillow and completely broke down. It felt like all she was doing lately was 

cry. That night was the second time she cut. She took out her knife and flipped it open. 

Slowly, she  

touched the sharp blade to the soft skin of her inner thigh. She changed the place this time 

because there was only so many times she could say she twisted her wrist. Not that her mom 

would care, of course. She dug the blade of the knife deeper, until blood came oozing out of 

the cut she made. The sight of the blood gave her a sort of masochistic pleasure. She ran the 

knife roughly a couple of more time throughout her thigh, until two or three new cuts 

bloomed open, all of them gushing blood. 

She welcomed the sting with pleasure. At least feeling this would be better than feeling 

betrayed and hurting all over. She sat like that for a while, and then cleaned and bandaged 

the wounds. She knew very well why she chose her thigh to self-harm this time: no one 

would see them, which meant no questions at all. She climbed into her bed, pulled her 

blanket over and cried herself to sleep. Until her mother banged open her bedroom door in 

the middle of the night. 

She startled awoke, feeling very disoriented. Her mom was looking at her, and she was 

very mad. 

“What was that?” she asked Evelyn, anger dripping from her voice. 

It was 1 am in the night, and Evelyn was very groggy and to top it off, had a killer 

headache, “W-what?” 

“At dinner. The way you behaved with Dave was not nice.” 

Evelyn couldn’t believe this. She scoffed, “Nice? Mom, you want to talk nice? What isn’t 

nice is you marrying someone when it has been barely a week since dad left us. It’s like…” 
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“I dare you to finish that sentence.” Her mom said, deathly calm. 

“Like you were waiting for something like this to happen. Mom, I...” she could feel 

her eyes welling up again. She wiped her tears away, “You’ve barely even looked at me 

since dad passed away. I get it, you were trying to cope, but you are not the only one hurting. 

God, I feel like someone has ripped away my heart and crushed it into a thousand small 

pieces. I cry myself to sleep every night, and wake up in the middle of the night after having 

terrible nightmares. But do you know that? No, you never bothered to. You were off 

galivanting with… Dave.” She said the last word with as much venom in her voice as she 

could muster. But at the same time, she hated herself for sounding so weak and vulnerable. 

But what could she do? She was talking to her mother. Family is supposed to be your safe 

space. Then why did she feel sick to her stomach? 

Her mother looked at her with a stony expression, “I don’t care what you have to say. As 

long  

as you are under my roof, you have to play by my rules. I better not catch you misbehaving 

with him again.” She was about to turn and leave, but she stopped at the door, “Oh, and he 

will be moving in with us tomorrow.” And then she slammed the door shut. 

Evelyn crumbled down. 

*** 

When Evelyn woke up next morning, for a few minutes she had absolutely no recollection 

of the events of last night. Then things started to come back. The dinner. Dave’s creepy stare. 

Her mom barging into her room at 1 am. Them screaming. But what came to her mind at 

last was what she still couldn’t grasp. 

Dave is moving in today. 

She was hoping and praying it would be just a dream, that everything that happened in the 

past few weeks would be all one horrible nightmare. Even as she thought that, she knew it 

wasn’t the reality. Her father had really passed away, and now her mom’s perverted 

boyfriend is moving in with them. She wished there could be some way that she would never 

have to go downstairs and face them… but even that couldn’t happen. So, she mustered up 

all of her strength, breathed in and out a few times and started to get ready for the day. 
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The scene that greeted her when she came downstairs was sent to send her back to her 

washroom and throw up. Her mom and Dave were sitting on their couch and making out. 

They were draped all over each other. Evelyn didn’t want to even know what would come 

next, so she grabbed the house and her car keys as quick and she could and left the house. 

She would grab breakfast somewhere else, or not eat at all. Heck, even starving would be 

better than watching this. 

When she returned home that evening, she was half afraid that her mother and Dave would 

still be making porn on their living room couch, but thankfully that was not  the case. She 

wasn’t completely relieved though, since Dave was still very much there. He was sitting on 

the couch watching T.V. and drinking beer. When she entered, he gave her a big smile, 

“You’re home! Come, sit with me for a while.” He        patted the seat next to him. 

She shivered inwardly. Evelyn would do almost anything, but sit next to Dave. She 

forced a smile on her face, “Um, no thanks. I have got homework-” 

“Oh, come on! Spending a few minutes with me won’t take up much of your time.” 

He patted the seat again. 

She could do one of two things: sit with Dave for some time and then get this thing over 

with; or refuse him and risk another screaming match with her mother in the middle of the 

night. After everything, she would very much want to avoid her mother as long as she could. 

So, Evelyn did the only thing she could: she gritted her teeth, plastered a sweet, but fake 

smile on her face and took a seat on the couch, but as far away from Dave as possible. 

That didn’t achieve much though, because Dave scooted closer to her till they were so close 

that the slightest movement would make their knees bump. Dave didn’t seem bothered at all 

though. He switched off the TV and took a swig from the beer, “I am sorry about your dad, 

you must feel horrible about his death.” 

Evelyn wanted to give a snarky reply: Oh no, I am bursting with joy. But she knew 

that that won’t go over very well. She just nodded, “Thanks. Appreciate it.” 

“I lost my mom at a very young age, she was the only one to ever give me a second thought. 

After she passed away, my dad turned into this whole other person. He wasn’t one to spare  
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the rod, my old man.” He took another swig of his beer. He looked sad, as if he was 

recollecting the sweet memories he had of his mother. For a second Evelyn thought whether 

she had judged too quickly, had been too harsh with Dave. Appearances can be deceptive, 

maybe deep down he was a good person. 

But all of those thoughts flew out of her mind the next moment, when Dave put a hand 

on her thigh, farther up than she would like, “All I am saying is I understand, and if you 

ever want to talk, you know where to find me.” 

The moment she realized what the gesture meant, what his words meant, she stood 

up as if she had been electrocuted, “I, um, I need to go.” 

And she rushed up to her room as fast as she could. 

*** 

The next few days she tried to avoid Dave as best as she could, until summer break started. 

She did, however, pick up jobs at the local mall and fast food shops to stay away from home 

as much as possible. Even that wasn’t much though. All of a sudden, people were nice to her: 

urging her to not work till too late, to enjoy her break and what not. That was just not what 

she needed. She could still feel Dave’s clammy hand creeping up her thigh, it was as if his 

touch was burned into her skin. But there was nothing much that she could do now. 

That’s how Evelyn found herself at yet another uncomfortable ‘family’ dinner with Dave 

and  

her mom. She could barely stomach anything. Watching Dave, and sitting in such close 

quarters to him, she was so nauseous, that she didn’t risk anything. If she got hungry later 

on, she would just make a sandwich. Just as she was about to excuse herself to her room, 

her mother cleared her throat, “I have something to talk to you about.” 

Evelyn was stunned a bit. Her mom had barely said a word to her these past few 

weeks, let alone talk to her. Nonetheless, she urged her mother to continue, “Go on.” 

 “I got a job offer today, from a law firm. And I have decided to accept it.” 

Evelyn was genuinely happy for her mother. It was about time she got a job, “That’s 

great, mom. Congratulations!” 

“Thanks, but that is not all I wanted to say. There’s more.”          
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“Okay.” 

Her mother gave her a long look and then continued, “The firm is all the way down in the 

city, and it is impossible for me to daily commute, even with the car. So, I have decided to 

rent a one-bedroom apartment near my office. I would drive up there Sunday evening and 

come back Friday, staying the weekends here. Both of you have to make do without me the 

rest of the week.” She looked pointedly at Evelyn. 

Evelyn’s blood ran cold as soon as the words left the mother’s lips. Stay in the house five 

days a week. With Dave. She could feel the bile starting to creep up her throat. This is 

exactly what she was hoping to avoid all these days, and now this is exactly what she was 

going to have to have to endure. She cleared her throat, “Why can’t Dave go with you? I 

mean, 4 days a week is a long time to spend away from each other, no?” 

Dave gave her a wicked smile, “Oh, we’ll manage. This is a good opportunity for us to 

bond as well.” And he winked at her. 

“Okay, so now that that’s settled, I have some packing to do. Excuse me.” And her 

mother left, the tone of finality clear in her voice. Dave followed. 

Evelyn felt a shudder pass through her. What would she do now? What could she do? This 

job was important for both of them. She should be lucky that her mother even a got a job. 

She took in a deep breath and tried to compose herself the best she could. 

This is something that she had to do. She would try to avoid him as much as was possible. 

She absolutely cannot risk her mother getting fired from this job too. She just had to suck 

it up and brave on. 

*** 

 

As was decided, Saturday afternoon at 3 pm, her mother was all ready to drive up to her 

apartment in the city. Her car was packed with stuff that she would need in the city. She 

was driving one day early this week to get settled in. Their goodbye was 

fairly mechanical, there were no tears, no hugs exchanged, not even a formal ‘take care’. 

Her mother just got in and drove away. Evelyn wasn’t expecting much      

anyway. She hadn’t hugged her mother in so long, that the memory of the last time she did  
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was becoming hazy. They just weren’t the smothering type. Her dad was, though. He would 

always hug her and kiss her forehead. But those days were long gone now. Her father 

wouldn’t do any of those things ever again. Evelyn shook her head to rid off these thoughts. 

There is no point in dwelling in the past when there were much bigger problems to worry 

about now. 

When she went inside the house, she noticed that Dave was already sitting on the couch with 

a beer in one hand and the television switched on. She rolled her eyes. Could he at least try 

to not be annoying? Apparently not. Evelyn let out a sigh. If just the sight of him was 

annoying her to no ends, how could she possibly survive living in the same house with him 

for the next few days? She didn’t know, but she would just have to figure it out. With that 

thought in mind, she went straight to the kitchen and prepared a sandwich for herself. 

“What are you up to?” 

Evelyn was startled by Dave’s voice coming from the living room. She hastily cleared up 

the kitchen counter, not wanting to stay one extra unnecessary moment downstairs. On her 

way to her bedroom, she peaked in through the door of the living room just to say, “I’ll be 

in my bedroom doing my homework.” Dave’s grunt was his only reply. 

Evelyn rolled her eyes and went upstairs. Just a few days. She could survive that, right? 

Right? 

                                                             *** 

When Evelyn was done with her homework, it was well past 8 in the evening. She wasn’t 

hungry, and Dave could always order something. Deciding that, she decided to have some 

sleep. She hadn’t been sleeping well for the past couple of days; thoughts, worries and  

memories all tumbling one after another in her mind. She missed her dad, the familiar 

comfort he would bring with himself. On nights like this one, when she had a hard time 

finding sleep, he would run a hand over her hair and stay with her until she fell asleep. She 

could still feel that touch, like a phantom hand running over her forehead. Her eyes stung, 

and she could feel a sob bubbling up her throat. 

She steeled herself; no, she would not cry. Her father had not given up his life willingly just 

so she could waste away her life crying over it. She took a deep breath in and decided then  
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and there that she would make something of herself, she would be someone her dad would 

be proud of, even if he wouldn’t be there to witness it. She would make him proud, and by 

doing so, make herself proud. It was just a matter of a few years. 

She was so lost in her thought, that she didn’t realise when Dave had opened her bedroom 

door, until he banged it shut. My eyes immediately went to him. He was just standing there, 

leaning against the closed door, his eyes roving over me from head to toe. She felt very self-

conscious under his intense scrutiny. She was in my sleep shorts and a ratty old t-shirt that 

belonged to her dad. She couldn’t explain the unease that crept along her spine when she 

took in his expression; he was smiling at her, in almost a sinister sort of way. He had never 

looked at her that way before. 

Willing herself to speak, she cleared her throat, “What, um, is something wrong?” Her 

voice sounded foreign, even to herself. Her heart was pounding madly in her chest, so 

much so that she feared it might jump out any second. 

Dave moved towards her, and kept inching closer until he had her against the table. Evelyn 

could smell the stale beer and smoke reeking off of him. It almost made her gag. She 

flinched when he stretched his two arms on both sides of her, effectively caging her. 

Evelyn’s blood turned cold within her veins. Dave moved a strand of hair from her face and 

leaned in, if possible, closer, “Nothing is wrong, sweetheart. We are just going to have fun, 

you and I.” 

Evelyn wasn’t stupid. She knew exactly what men like him wanted, and they would take it, 

one way or another. She had never felt panic like this before, and she knew that she had to 

get out of here. Her fight or flight instinct kicked in. Mustering all the strength that she could, 

she brought her knee up, and kneed him straight in his groin. The man doubled over in pain,  

and she knew she had to make use of these precious few seconds that she had bought. She 

bolted straight for the door, her heart racing like a wild horse. Her fingers had barely closed 

around the knob when she felt Dave shove his fist in her hair. She started struggling, but he 

threw her against the back wall of the room. She could hear a sickening crack, and then 

warmth spread around the back of her head. She didn’t need to see to know that it was blood 

gushing out. 
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Before she could even try to get up, Dave was there. He gave a rough kick to her ribs, which 

forced a scream out of her. He repeated the action a few more times, until she was crying 

furiously, bile coming up her throat. Turning her head to the side, she threw up on the floor. 

Every heave and retch sent blinding plain through her body. 

Dave forcefully turned her over and shoved a gag up her throat, “I didn’t want to silence 

you, but I don’t like it when they squeal.” And he started to unbutton hershorts. Evelyn 

started to violently thrash and kick, but she could feel the blood loss draining her, and 

the energy was slowly leaving her. As if that was not enough, she felt a slight pinch on 

her right arm. Turning her very heavy head towards Dave, she noticed him throwing 

away a used injection. The realization of what he had done sunk in a moment later; he 

had drugged her. Evelyn didn’t know what he injected her with, but a moment later she 

was paralyzed. 

She could feel everything that happened, could feel every sickening thing that Dave did to 

her, all the while silent tears flowed down her cheeks. She couldn’t believe this is where it 

all had led to. She failed her dad, failed every silent promise she had ever made to him. She 

willed internally of it all to stop, for Dave to have some kindness still left in that monster 

body of his. But he didn’t; he kept going and going, over and over again. He kept using, and 

abusing her body and soul until black spots dotted her vision and she felt consciousness slip 

away from her. She let that sweet oblivion close in around her, let it take her into its sweet 

embrace. She had only one last thought in her mind before she lost her senses. 

I failed my father. 
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My name is Arpita Patra. I am pursuing BA (Hons) in English. I am in 3rd sem of my course. 

 

Apart from studying I am learning Indian Classical music. Singing, drawing, reading books 

are my hobbies. 

 

About the story: The story revolves around three characters- Sneha, Rishab and Asvitha. 

The narrator reveals the plot slowly as the story proceeds. It's a tale of true friendship and 

love. 'A Farewell to Love' is an emotional roller coaster which leaves an impression on the 

minds of the readers. 

A FAREWELL TO LOVE 

 

Yesterday, around 9:15 at night I finally arrived in Kolkata. After many months, I came 

back home. It was like the ‘return of the native'. I wanted to attend the wedding ceremony of 

my cousin. 

I am working in an advertising agency in Delhi as a Content Producer. I never liked 

to leave my city, and my loved ones, but couldn’t resist my inner urges from accepting the 

dream job I was offered. Hence, I resolved to move to Delhi. 

Today is the day of departure. We will be leaving for our farmhouse at Kalyani for 

the preparation of the wedding. All the relatives will assemble at the farmhouse. My mother 

handed me a list of things to procure. Before setting off for the market, I thought of visiting 

a parlour to have a hair spa and facial. A couple of hours whizzed off at the parlour and an 

hour went off ransacking the required goods. I was thoroughly exhausted. I headed towards 

a cafe for some cold coffee. On the way, I bumped into a man. As usual, I was on my phone. 

I think the man was lost in his thoughts. We both turned to each other to apologise. I was  
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surprised to see that man’s face. We both stopped and gazed at each other for quite 

some time. We were nonplussed and could hardly say anything, maybe because several 

memories started streaming through our minds. To break the ice I said, 

“Hi! What’s up? I’m at a loss for words seeing you after 

ages”. “So am I.” Rishab smiled. 

“Want to have some coffee? It’s too hot out here. Of course, if you are not running short of 

time.” The usual smile was still there, but the spark in his eyes was gone. 

I concurred without a second thought. 

We reached a nearby cafe after a few minutes of walking. Fortunately, the cafe is not 

overcrowded. We took a corner seat beside the window. 

The waiter came to our table and gave us a menu card. He started leafing 

through it. “What would you like to have?” He asked. 

“One Irish coffee”. 

“Let’s order two Irish coffees. And two 

brownies?”  

I called the waiter and gave the orders. 

“Sure, ma’am your order will be here within 20 minutes”— the waiter 

said. “So, what do you do for a living?” I asked. 

“Well, I’m a Finance Manager at a private firm”, He 

replied. “That must be quite a tiresome job!” 

“Yes, a little bit, but you know how life is. You need to work hard to make ends meet”. He 

sighed “Indeed”. I nodded. 

“How’sthe 

weather?” “It’s 

ok. 

challenging.” 

“And the 

Delhiites?” 

“You know, I never lived in a different city alone. It was arduous. But with time things 

started falling into places.” 

“Impressive. I’m glad to know you are doing well in life”                                                   
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“But one thing I miss every day. Even more than my 

family”. “What’s that?” 

“Mama’s dishes”. 

He beamed with delight at my 

statement. “So, what brought you 

back to Kolkata?” “Remember, 

Nisha?” 

“Yeah, your cousin.” 

“She is going to get married. So, we’ll set out for Kalyani this 

evening.” “Ah! That’s really good news. Congratulations.” 

“Sure. She’ll be very happy”. 

“Excuse me, I need to go to the restroom”- 

I said “Sure. Go ahead”. He replied. 

When I came back, I saw our order was placed on the table. But my eyes were fixed on 

him. He did not notice me. He was looking through the window as if he was lost in his 

thoughts. 

“Rishab! Rishab! Could you hear me? 

Rishab!” He was startled. 

“Oh, I am so sorry”. 

“You seem a bit preoccupied. Are you alright?” 
 

“I am absolutely fine, dear. Oh! You see our order looks scrumptious, let’s start eating.” 

Said, he with an insincere smile. 

There were some grounds for me to sense the reasons for him to be 

disquieted. Hesitatingly I asked, “Are you seeing someone?” 

He took a deep breath. 

“No” “Why not?” I 

asked. 

Rishab looked into my eyes for quite some time. He didn’t answer. But I could read the 

answer in his eyes. His eyes were moist. He seemed to be trying hard to hold back his tears. 
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I realised how unknowingly I stabbed at his wounds. 

 

 

Absolute silence prevailed, not awkward, but rather sorrowful and desolate. We finished our 

grub silently, paid the bill, and left the cafe. 

 
I returned home, packed my bags, and made some nicely brewed chamomile tea for myself. I 

slightly moved the curtains to see the weather outside. Thick clouds overcast the sky making 

the surroundings gloomy and drab. I sat quietly on the balcony sipping my tea. I was 

persistently thinking about the sudden meeting with Rishab. 

 
My thoughts took me 3 years back in life when I was pursuing a course in Media 

Science. I still remember how much I hated going to classes because I could barely withstand 

the sight of my snobbish and hostile classmates. To me, they were arrogant and misanthropic. 

Luckily, I had Asvitha, my only friend in my batch, my only confidante. A sudden gust of 

emotion envelops my mind, whenever I think of her. Her name itself is enough to describe 

her… “strong”. Apart from being strong, she was full of life. She had a strange thing about 

her, rather a quality that she was filled with positivity and could pull off any difficult task 

with her calmness and presence of mind. She was like a beautiful dream. Her image only 

brought smiles and happiness to faces. She lived her life worrying little about anything as if 

she had achieved all   her dreams in life and conquered death. She was like a free bird. The 

contentment on her face was discernible. I remember, once a professor asked Asvitha, 

“Where would you like to see yourself in the next 5 years?” 

 

Asvitha replied, “Ma’am, I always live in the present. ‘Now’ is what we have. Then why do 

we waste time thinking about the future?” She smiled. “Kya Pata Kal Ho Na Ho”. 

Her approach to life made her stand out from the rest. She was gorgeous, but her lively 

personality always captivated many eyes. 

Rishab was one of her admirers. He was a well-known face in the university because 

of his brilliance in studies and co-curricular activities. He, too, couldn’t escape from the 

charm of her beauty. He was a senior from the MBA department. We met him at their 

farewell party. Asvitha delivered a speech at the party and sang a beautiful song. Rishab was 

mesmerised by Asvitha’s confidence and attitude. He saw me and Asvitha together having  
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some snacks at a corner. He came, took a chair, and sat beside Asvitha. He courteously 

approached us to join him and his friends for the after-party. I could sense that Rishab had 

fallen head over heels and was desperately trying to talk to her. They shared their phone 

numbers. I was very happy for my best friend because Rishab is a guy with a big heart. I knew 

he would keep my best friend the happiest. 

Gradually, they started seeing each other more often. They chatted for hours on phone 

calls. They were just ideal for each other. Rishab was enamoured of Asvitha. However, 

Asvitha never acknowledged him more than a friend, that’s what she always used to say 

whenever I asked her. But her eyes spoke something else. I knew she had feelings for him 

and relished every moment spent with him, but I could never really understand why she 

refused to accept her feelings. 

One day Rishab called me and confessed how genuinely he loves Asvitha. He asked 

me to help him plan an exquisitely perfect birthday for her, where he would finally propose 

to her with a ring. I agreed immediately. Rishab and I arranged a beautiful birthday party at 

my place and called all our close friends. The room was nicely decorated by me. I baked her 

favourite black forest cake. 

I beautified Asvitha with an elegant black gown because Rishab was in a black suit 

which was a surprise for her. I blindfolded her and guided her to the hall room. I removed the 

blindfold. She was astonished for a moment to see such a grand celebration on her birthday. 

She was ecstatic. The glow on her face gleamed more than the millions of moons in the 

firmament. She was twirling, smiling, giggling, chattering, laughing, dancing, singing, and 

enjoying every moment to the fullest. 

 
Rishab lifted her hand gently and asked, “Would you like to have a dance with me?” 

 

“Yes, I would love to”, Asvitha replied with a big smile on her face as if she waited for this 

moment. 

They were dancing to “Take Me Back to the Night We Met”. They passionately 

looked into each other’s eyes. They hugged each other while grooving slowly to the music. 

The zephyr of love permeated the room. 

They danced for an hour. It seemed as if they forgot about the world around them. 

Rishab took hold of a microphone and made an announcement. 
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“Hey, guys. I’d like to have everyone’s attention. Today is a very special day. As we 

all know we gathered on this wonderful evening to observe and celebrate Asvitha’s birthday. 

However, today is extremely important for me, as I am going to propose to a very special 

girl. I am devoted to that girl with my whole heart. I look at her and could see the rest of my 

life in front of my eyes. Therefore, I wish to unite our hearts tonight. She is none other than 

the very beautiful ‘birthday girl’ ASVITHA.” 

The room burst with joyful shouts, clapping, and cheering. “Rishab go for it.” 

Rishab stood close to Asvitha. He knelt on his knee. He gently lifted her hand to put the ring 

on her finger. But... 

Asvitha snatched the ring from Rishab and threw it away. We were all astounded by her 

reaction. Asvitha looked at his eyes. Her eyes glistened with tears. It seemed her eyes were 

trying to communicate with Rishab and wanted to express her feelings. But that day even I 

failed to read her eyes. She didn’t utter a word. Tears flooded down her cheeks. She dashed 

out the door without having eye contact with anyone. 

 
I was burning like a bonfire with anger because she wasn't responding to my calls 

and messages. I wanted to have a word with Asvitha the next morning. I thought of berating 

her for her insolent and unscrupulous behaviour. Because I knew what she did on her 

birthday was not the truth. I waited for her but she didn’t show up that day. She didn’t attend 

the classes for consecutive days. I didn’t realise how my anger turned into apprehension. I 

started worrying as she wasn’t answering my calls. Without wasting any time, I made up my 

mind to visit her. I never visited her house before. However, I didn’t have a hard time finding 

her house, because she once told me where she lived. 

I stood outside her house, confused. I was in two minds about whether to call her or ring the 

bell. I pondered for a few seconds and pushed the bell. 

I rang the bell two times. No one opened the 

door. I called out her name at the top of my 

voice. 

A lady opened the door. She was about 5O years old. She looked worn out and distressed. I 

could see a shade of despair in her eyes. 

“Who are you?” She asked. 
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“Aunty I am Asvitha’s friend, Sneha. We are batch mates.” 

“Oh, you are Sneha, please come and sit. Asvitha has mentioned your name several times. 

I am her mom”, she said with a soft smile on her face but there was an implicit sadness. 

I entered. 

“Please sit, dear.” 

I sat on a sofa quietly. But my eyes were impatiently looking for Asvitha. 

Breaking my silence I asked, “Aunty, where’s Asvitha? She hasn’t attended the classes for 

many days. I called her countless times, but she isn’t replying to my calls. Is she alright?” 

She was silent for a few 

seconds. She sighed and 

replied: 

“She is not well. She is in her room…taking 

rest”. “What happened to her aunty?” 

“That means you are unaware. I knew she would never reveal anything. She never likes 

people sympathising with her.” 

“What are you saying, aunty? What is it that she didn't tell me?” 

She burst into tears. I could feel her intense pain in those tears. I was perplexed and 

disconcerted by her emotional breakdown. I tried to console her and asked “What happened, 

please tell me, aunty?” 

I couldn’t understand the reason behind her tears but the more she was crying my 

heart started beating fast and my ears were more eager to know the truth. I gave her a glass of 

water and comforted her. She somehow controlled her emotions. I asked her again. 

“Please aunty, tell me, what happened to Asvitha?” 

“Asvitha is diagnosed with cancer and she is in her last stage. Her health is 

deteriorating day after day. Her body is becoming frail and feeble. She lost consciousness 

this morning. Hence, 

 

she is taking a rest. The doctor said she has very little time left in her hand”, Her voice choked 

with emotion. 

I could feel her soul was in shreds as she spoke to me about her daughter’s condition. 

Tears welled up in my eyes. I remained speechless. My emotions overpowered me. My mind  
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was clouded with mixed thoughts as I couldn’t process the reality. I was numb and 

stupefied by the truth. I wasn’t ready to believe my ears. I didn’t know how to react. Should 

I be angry with Asvitha for never telling me the truth? Should I lament? I was bewildered. 

I went upstairs to see Asvitha. I opened the door noiselessly. She was asleep. I sat next to 

her bed on a chair. I stared at her winsome face for quite some time. Suddenly, my eyes fell 

on a small diary beside her pillow. Seemed like her personal diary. I opened it. I started 

reading the last note she wrote in the diary— 

“I wanted to tell you how much I adore you with all my heart. I wished the song never 

stopped and we danced forever. I didn’t want to hurt you. I know you hate me now. But you 

know, my heart broke into pieces when I threw the ring. I want to stay with you forever. I 

want to hold your hands. I want to embrace you till eternity. But I know it’s not possible. Sneha 

and you planned everything for me and I disappointed you both. I am sorry. I am very sorry. 

Please, forg...” 

I squeezed my eyelids shut in the hope my tears would stop. I couldn’t read further. I 

closed the diary and kept it beside her pillow. I held her hand tenderly. I kissed her hand and 

wept silently. I caressed her forehead and whispered into her ear “You are like your name, 

indeed, ‘strong’, you are very strong, my dear Asvitha”. 

After her birthday nobody saw her. She couldn’t complete the course. She was at 

home most of the time. Two weeks later, I got the news. 

Asvitha is no more. 

I never again went back to her house, nor did I attend her funeral. I didn’t get the 

courage to see her lying on her deathbed. I wasn’t ready either to bid her adieu... 

 
“Sneha, please get ready, we will be leaving in an hour”, mom cried out from the next room. 
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    P.S.  . . .  And Yet I overthink. . . 

 

Dona Mukherjee 

English Hons Sem 5 

 

 

 

 

You know, sometimes it’s great to have someone’s back 

when you find yourself alone amidst thousands of people. 

And, undoubtedly, I have got your back around the clock. 

From no texts to too many texts, from no calls to a few 

calls, I over analyze everything. 

Before any unfortunate thing happens to me, I calculate dozens of possibilities 

and hundreds of moves in my head to deal with the numerous catastrophes. 

In case if any of the predicted possibilities comes into the picture in the real 

life, I don’t get surprised at all. Because this thought had already flourished in 

some corner of my shrewd mind. 

You are surely the thing that keeps me wide awake late at night. When it’s the 

spring season of love, I think about the autumn of heart breaks. Maybe, this is 

the reason. I’m counting on you for being my constant companion. 

They say you kill people’s happiness. But, I don’t believe in it, for having you 

around always prepared me for the worst that can happen. 

People see you with disdain and consider you a mark of disgrace because 

you’ve “Over” in your name. But, does being over imply you’re menacing? I 

don’t think so. 

I concede that excess of everything is bad. So, if there’s limit to your love for 

the space in people’s mind, things in life will be complaint with the thoughts 

and feelings. We can easily deal with the monsters sleeping inside our heads by 

rescuing us from drowning in an abyss of unknown depth. 

All I want to say to you that don’t stay too long, for sometimes the hurricane in 

the hood is cataclysmic than the one we see in the outside world. 
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Prerna Gupta , Studying in  3rd Sem BA Eng 

honors at Calcutta Girls' College , Interested 

in drawing, cooking, dancing, making various 

types of crafts and origami .. Want to become 

a Fashion Designer or a Teacher 



“Into Becoming:  The Journey”                                                                                               

Prof. Aishwarya Dasgupta, the scholarly researcher, enlightening teacher and 

prolific genius published her collection of poems Becomings in 2022. She 

discusses her passion - her poetry and literature with Prof. Sagnik Chakraborty, 

over a cup of steaming coffee.  

 

S: What is your preferred genre of expression? 

A: I think I can express myself most comfortably and confidently through 

poetry. 

 

S: Why do you consider poetry to be your forte? 

A: Unlike in any other genre, there is a certain fluidity and flexibility which 

poetry offers, and allows for a voluntary floe of ideas and images. I feel I can 

pour myself out best through poems, as if the paper or the blank document is my 

most trusted confidante.  

 

S: What is Becomings about? 

A: Becomings is basically about an individual's journey towards attaining a 

deeper understanding of the self. The true self is often hidden from oneself. 

Only deep introspection and an effortless dialogue with the self can reveal 

aspects of this interior existence. Becomings is a testament of such a dialogue. 

 

S: You have kept the poems untitled. There is also an absence of any proper 

contents page. Is it intentional? If yes, why? 

A: Yes, the poems are intentionally untitled. I wanted to maintain an effortless 

continuity between the poems, and I refused to compartmentalise each poem 

into assorted box.  

 

S: What are the main themes of your poems? 
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A: Well, you need to read them to find it out for yourself. But something that 

connects each of my verses is a deep pathos, a rare engagement with the world 

around and the world within.  

S: Name a few poets who have inspired you. 

A: It's a very difficult question.  

To begin with Rainer Maria Rilke had left a lasting impression on my mind. I 

have grown up reading Tagore, Sukumar Ray, Shakti Chattopadhyay, John 

Keats. As a young adult, I fell in love with Emily Dickinson, Plath, Sexton, 

Heaney, Dylan Thomas, Leonard Cohen and many others whom it's not possible 

to name here. I owe my debt to every word that has ever inspired me. 

S: What is your advice to aspiring poet's? 

A: Well, I don't consider myself to be a poet. But, I am a student of poetry, an 

admirer of poetry. My advise would be to read as much as you can. Nothing 

supplements reading and the power it can bequeath to oneself. Thank you. 
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                              Co-curricular Activities of the Department 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Observing World 

Environment Day 

Observing World Yoga Day 

Dikshita Bhattacharya, Gift Fidelis and Ashifa 

Mallik winning medals in the College Annual 

Sports  
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ICCSR sponsored 2 Day National Seminar “The World of Comics: Its Art, Aesthetics and Future” 

23-4 December 2021 

Observing Departmental Day 
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Academic Activities of the Department 
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enacting a scene from Girish Chandra Ghosh’s Macbeth  on 23.4.22 
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Progression of students of Dept of English to higher education 

 

Year Name Attended Course at Career 

2009-10 Shrabani Mazumder C.U.  M.A. in English Operations Manager, Ethical Securities 

2010-11 Rumi Das IGNOU M.A. in English Admin supervisor Canada plastics and belting Inc 

2011-12 Shireen Monica Gomes IGNOU M.A. in English,  Customer Engagement Executive, Skylines Tax 
Consultancy, Dubai 

2012-13 Tahsin Feroze IGNOU M.A. in English Telecommunication Assistant in Emirates 

Telecommunications Group, Abu Dhabi 

2013-14 Adiba Ali  Senior Crew Member, Indigo Airlines, New Delhi 

2014-15 Ayesha Ashraf IGNOU M.A. in English  Head Teacher, Eurokids International 

Self-owned Baker’s Delight 

Mehlaka Ahmed IGNOU M.A. in English  Employed at Balmer Lawrie 

Tabinda Ambareen RBU M.A. in English 2017 Working as Teacher at Millat Girls Academy 

Taiyyaba Siddiqa IGNOU M.A. in English 2017  

2014-15 Sana Akhter Basanti Debi College,         M.A. in 

English 

 

2015-16 Nisha Raak Shri Shikshayatan M.A. in English  

2015-16 Simran Singh Bhawanipur Educational Society, M.A. 
IN English 

 

2016-17 Rumeli Pyne  ST. Paul’s CM College M.A. in English  

2017-20  Disha Dey CU M.A. in English  

Chitrakshee Samaddar CU  M.A. in English  

Sabnaj Sarkar NSOU  M.A. in English  

Zainab Aafrin Basanti Debi College, M.A. Eng  

Susmita Dey V.U.  M.A. in English  



Priya Das      D.Ed. Spl.Education for visual impaired 
from RCI at Ramkrishna Vivekananda 

Mission Suryapur 

 

Tanaya Bhattacharya Sarojini Naidu College,       M.A. in 
English 

 

2018-21 Gift Fidelis  Lela Blossom Schools as an assistant class teacher , Nigeria 

Roshmita Das  Associate, Wipro 

Aritrika Bhattacharya C.U. M.A. in Comparative Literature  

Ashifa Mallick CU  M.A. in English  

Dikshita  Bhattacharya IGNOU M.A. in English  

Shahina Riyaz CU  M.A. in English  

Shadma Karim Basanti Devi College, M.A. in English  

Shreela Baidya Shri Shikshayatan M.A. in English  

Sk.Arjuna Islam CU M.A. in English  

Wafa Kazmi CU M.A. in English  

Srijeeta   Dut Techno University M.A. in English  

Christina Chatterjee M.A. in English, St. Joseph’s College  

Ayesha Zaki B.Ed  Disha Educational Institute  

Sakshi Singh B.Ed Adamas University English Teacher at Turito 
(USA based online English teaching institute) 

Komal Rai TTC, Kabiguru Pathbhaban Primary and pre-primary teacher  at Olive public school 

under cbse board  

 


